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BACKGROUND



How can we expand the construct that we assess 
in computer-delivered speaking tests? 

▪ Issues in operationalising the IC construct (e.g. Galaczi & Taylor, 2018) 

▪ Lack of authenticity in communicatively-oriented tasks (e.g. May, 2018)
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“Computer-delivered speaking tests are unidirectional and lack the element of co-
construction”, with the performance being “typically elicited through technology-mediated 
prompts and the conversation has a pre-determined course which the test-taker has no 
influence on” 

(Galaczi & Taylor 2018: 232)

“Computer-based tests currently lack interactivity, which means that certain aspects of the IC 
construct cannot be operationalised” 

(Plough et al. 2018: 439)   



Possible solutions?
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a) video-conferencing delivery

Trinity ISE Online 
https://www.trinitycollege.it/inglese/esami-in-
videoconferenza/

Matsuyama (2022)
https://www.teai-waseda.jp/assessment/

b) spoken dialogue systems

GPT-3: Two AIs talk about becoming human
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jz78fSnBG0s

c) virtual environments

(Ockey et al. 2017)

d) virtual reality & 

augmented reality

Mondly AR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9P0t9JI22y8

e) carefully designed semi-direct tasks 

Oxford Test of English 
https://fdslive.oup.com/www.oup.com/elt/general_
content/global/ote/demo-
v3/#/exercise/speaking/2/1

https://www.teai-waseda.jp/assessment/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jz78fSnBG0s


Research Questions

RQ1. Can a computer-based semi-direct speaking test 
elicit features of pragmatic competence at different 
levels? 

RQ2. Can a computer-based semi-direct speaking test 
elicit features of interactional competence at different 
levels? 
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METHODS



Overall research design: Data collection

Eliciting feedback from candidates (in candidates’ L1)

Survey (N= 48)
Semi-structured interview (N=12; 6 from China, 6 

from Austria – 5 B1, 3 B2, 4 C candidates)

Trialling 1 benchmarking task + 2 PC tasks & 2 IC tasks (N=48)

China: 24 x B1-C candidates recorded 
responses to 5 tasks 

Austria: 24 x B1-C candidates recorded 
responses to 5 tasks

Development of specifications for IC and PC tasks

Creation of 2 PC and 2 IC tasks Piloting and revision of PC and IC tasks
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Development of PC and IC tasks
▪ Identification of specific elements of PC/IC construct to be targeted

(e.g. Nakatsuhara, May, Lam & Galaczi, 2018; Willcox-Ficzere, 2019)

▪ Main guiding principles: 
• importance of visuals/videos for context
• inclusion of clarification request (IC tasks)
• inclusion of 2 ‘Request’ tasks with different power relationships (PC tasks) 
• wording of tasks and instructions aligned with CEFR levels (EVP/EGP)

o Candidates: B1, B2, C
o Target output level = B2 (Input text = B1)

▪ Development of the test specifications using the socio-cognitive test 
specification proforma (e.g. Weir, 2005; O’Sullivan & Dunlea, 2020)
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PC task specifications



IC task specifications
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Data analysis 
▪ Establishing the CEFR level of candidates: The benchmarking task (Aptis 

Task 4) was scored by 2-3 trained raters → 3 levels (B1, B2, C)

▪ Sequential & linguistic analyses: PC/IC test recordings were transcribed & 
(after 1-day coding workshop + 2 rounds of reliability checks) analysed for:

• interactional moves (e.g. acknowledging speakers’ point of view, projecting 
upcoming disagreement, disagreeing using 1st point from the task prompt)

• pragmalinguistic devices (e.g. downtoner, upgrader, politeness marker)

→ Descriptive stats + qualitatively exemplifying salient features across 3 
levels 

▪Descriptive stats on survey responses: across 3 levels & 2 L1 groups

▪ Thematic analysis on interview transcripts: 14 themes identified
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PC FINDINGS
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B1 sample (C12)
Task(b): Making a request to a basketball team coach 
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Hello. Greeting

I want to, ((clears throat)) I want to (.) (erm) back in the team Main Request

because (er) (..) I, (erm) my, (..) Unfinished

(erm) maybe you will feel angry about that, because my (..) (er) faul-, (.) fault. (er) 
Acknowledging H’s 
situation 

But I (.) tried my best to prepare it. And on that day, I had a bad (hand ache). (erm) I felt 
so (..) (er) uncomfortable about that. But I, (.) I, but on that situation, I can't (er) tell (.) 
anyone because I (.) didn't want to let the team down. (erm) And we h-, haven't the (..) 
some substitute (er) (..) team, teammate. So, (..) (er) so, I, (.) I can't, (.) (erm) so I, (..) (er) 
I think this is my fault. 

Giving an account with 
elaboration

But I, (.) I f-, (..) I want to… Unfinished



C sample (A32)
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Hi, Mr Swift. Greeting

So, thank you for taking your time to talk to me. ‘Face’ related statement

I'm here today to talk about ((clears throat)) (..) (er) last week's game, 
Projecting upcoming 
request

(.) and (.) I (..) first of all, want to thank you for the opportunity to let me play 
during this (.) first (..) game of mine. And (..) (er) I was really honoured that you put 
me (.) on the field with the others.

‘Face’ related statement

(erm) Sadly, I (.) (er) didn’t perform as well, and (..) (er) I also think that (erm) you 
might have had (..) (er) (..) high expectations towards me. But (erm) as it happens, I 
(er) had a r- (.) really bad headache on that day. And (.) I (.) didn't live up to the 
expectations and I didn't (erm) like (..) (er) used (er) my whole potential,

Giving an account with 
elaboration

so I would ask you to (..) (erm) give me another chance, Main request

even if that may puts you on a tight spot, (.) considering that it may be unfair to 
the other team players.

Acknowledging H’s 
situation
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IC FINDINGS
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B1 sample (C15)  Task A- groupwork

(er) Hi, Jan. (..) (er) (.) Greeting

I don't agree with you
Explicit 
disagreement

(.) because you said (.) the (.) group, the groupwork (..) is more likely, is m-, (..) more likely to the real life
Acknowledges Jan’s 
point of view

but 
Projects upcoming 
disagreement- PUD

the group, (..) group (..) presentation only work if all team members work hard. Disagrees- uses P1

But (in the fact) (..) (er) we (.) can do those things by ourself. (..) Counter-view

And (er) you say (..) (er) it is a (train) to (..) (train) for the team works skills. (..) Acknowledges PoV

But (..) have you (..) thought (.) that (.) PUD

it (..) teamwork maybe a (.) unfair ways to the (..) members, (.)  if the, (.) all the members receive the 
same score? Disagrees- uses P2

(..) Every members (..) h-, every member (.) do (.) the, (..) do, (..) not do th-, (.) do not (..) (er) have the 
(..) same (.) contribute to the (.) team. Elaborates on P2

(er) In fact, (er) many, (..) every members (.) do the, (..) do the different things in a team, (..) such as (..) s-, 
someone did the, (..) almost everything better. (..) (er) He only (.) received (..) the low score (.) because (.) 
the, (.) th-, (.) the other one(.) only do (.) an, (.) little things.  

Elaborates on last 
point in response 
to question
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C sample (A31)   Task B- travelling solo

Yeah. This is a really difficult situation you have there, Dan. (er) (..) I totally understand (.) that (..) you don't really know 
what to do.

Acknowledges  Dan’s 
situation, appears to 
concur

So, (.) (er) it is really nice to change your plans spontaneously Acknowledges Dan’s P1

, (er) it is also nice to meet local people and (.) yeah, you can probably do that (.) better (.) when you're alone.
Acknowledges Dan’s P2 
and appears to concur

However,
Projects upcoming 
disagreement

(er) you can share (.) those experiences with your friends Disagrees, using P1

. Just (er) think about (.) the fun you can have, Elaborates on P1

and (.) your friends are supposed to spontaneous as well. So, (er) (.) I think it won't be a problem (.) to change your plans 
spontaneously with them Counter-view

. S-, and, (er) (.) together is always bet-, better. (.) W-, so why not?
Elaborates on P1,
Invites change opinion

And also, you can (er) share the costs with your friends, Disagrees, using P2

which is (.) pretty nice, because Scotland isn't a (.) cheap place to go, you know. And with your friends, (er) (.) it's just (.) 
less expensive. So, I would do it.

Elaborates on P2

Yes, of course. Agrees to elaborate

(er) (.) You know that (er) Great Britain is not a cheap place. So, (.) (er) probably, it is (.) better to travel with your friends 
(..) as, (er) for example, a, (er) a hotel costs about a hundred pounds. (erm) For four people, that's just twenty-five and not 
a hundred. That's cheap. 

Elaborates on last point in 
response to question



Selected survey & interview findings

It was definitely better with videos so if you really see it on the 
visuals. It was just a bit more human and realistic. (A35, B2)

I think it happens at any time. I think it's quite common in our daily life. (C08, B1)

Selected survey questions IC tasks

The time I had to prepare for the talk was OK 70.8%

The time I had to speak was OK 58.3%

The time I had to answer Jan and Dan’s follow-up Q was OK 66.7%

Instructions for the tasks were clear/very clear 95.9%

I knew who I had to communicate with in these tasks 93.8%

To understand Jan and Dan’s points, the video was helpful/very helpful 93.8%

The video helped me to feel that I was communicating with Jan and Dan 54.2%

Trying to persuade someone would happen often/sometimes in real life 89.6%
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CONCLUSIONS



Main implications
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• Findings point to the possibility for semi-direct speaking tasks to elicit:
oa range of PC features in requests (e.g. projecting upcoming request) as well as 

the extent and structure of moves building up to the main request. 
oa selected range of IC features, including acknowledging an interlocutor’s view, 

clarifying/exemplifying a point in order to resolve a breakdown in 
communication.

• Importantly, candidates felt that they knew who they were talking to and this 
was evident in the way that speech was directed to the listener/interlocutor, 
including engaging with specific points in a way that was clearly intended to 
communicate with the listener.  

➢Caveat: Even within a level there is a range of performances, so the criterial 
features are difficult to precisely identify.

This exploratory study has promising implications for what is possible, 
in terms of eliciting PC and IC through a semi-direct speaking task.
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THANK YOU!

Fumiyo Nakatsuhara & Lyn May


